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TAGLINE 
A foot in each world. A heart in none.

ONE LINE SYNOPSIS

A young man reconciles ancient tradition with the modern, urban world in this debut feature 
from Stephen Page, artistic director of Australia’s renowned Bangarra Dance Theatre.

SYNOPSIS
A young man reconciles ancient tradition with the modern, urban world in this debut feature 
from Stephen Page, artistic director of Australia’s renowned Bangarra Dance Theatre.

This visually arresting film may be Stephen Page’s directorial debut, but Page is no stranger 
to the telling of stories through movement and images. As artistic director of the world-
renowned Bangarra Dance Theatre, he has spent over twenty years interpreting the stories 
of Indigenous Australians for global stages. Now Page brings Bangarra’s outstanding dance 
work SPEAR to the screen.

Primarily utilizing gesture and dance, with minimal dialogue, SPEAR follows a young man 
named Djali (Hunter Page-Lochard) from the Australian outback to the streets of Sydney 
on his quest to understand what it means to be a man with ancient traditions in a modern 
world. Despite the fragmentation of Indigenous cultures, it is in the complex interconnection 
between places that Djali will ultimately discover his own power — a power linking past, 
present, and future.

TECHNICAL INFO

PRODUCTION YEAR 2015
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN AUSTRALIA
DURATION 84 MINUTES
SHOT ON ARRI ALEXA
SCREEN RATIO 16:9
FORMAT DCP
SOUND FORMAT 5.1 SURROUND SOUND & STEREO

Cover photograph by Edward Mulvihill
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Director and Co-Writer 
Stephen Page has the belief 
that we connect to stories 
simultaneously at a number of 
levels - through the heart, the 
mind and the spirit. 

Photograph by Benjamin Ryan
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BACKGROUND ON SPEAR

Director and Co-Writer Stephen Page has the belief that we connect to stories 
simultaneously at a number of levels, through the heart, the mind and the spirit. 
It’s perhaps with this belief that he’s become one of Australia’s most celebrated 
artists as he continues to reimagine Indigenous storytelling both through his work 
at Bangarra Dance Theatre and his collaborations in other art forms. 

The original dance theatre work of SPEAR in 2000 is a work that broke new 
ground, utilising song and spoken word, and demonstrated Stephen’s desire to 
creatively push boundaries. Stephen had thought that of his repertoire of work, 
SPEAR would lend itself to a screen adaptation. Whilst leading Bangarra, he 
continued his interest in telling stories in various forms through his direction of 
theatre shows and choreography in films such as The Sapphires and Bran Nue 
Dae.

In 2011, SPEAR Executive Producer Robert Connolly approached Stephen to be 
part of his groundbreaking project THE TURNING. Based on Tim Winton’s book of 
short stories, Robert invited 17 of the countries leading artists and filmmakers to 
each adapt a chapter for the screen.

Stephen was drawn to the chapter of SAND, a male story of a brother’s sibling 
rivalry that turns dark. SPEAR Producer John Harvey was at the time undertaking 
a Screen Australia Indigenous Producer Internship with Robert at Arenamedia. 
Stephen approached John to produce SAND. They began building a team around 
the project including Writer Justin Monjo, Director of Photography Bonnie Elliott 
and Production Designer Jacob Nash, all of whom would collaborate again on 
SPEAR. Stephen’s adaption of the chapter was stunning, weaving a heightened 
stylised choreographic world with a natural world aesthetic. His strong and 
original voice for cinema sparked widespread acclaim and SAND became the most 
viewed chapter of THE TURNING on ABC iView.

In 2013, the Adelaide Film Festival announced the HIVE Initiative. An Initiative 
of the Festival, in partnership with the Australia Council for the Arts, Screen 
Australia and ABC Arts. The HIVE Fund supports projects from Australian artists 
and filmmakers in a true convergence of arts and film practice. Following the 
success of THE TURNING, Robert, Stephen and John began exploring the idea of 
reimagining Stephen’s dance theatre piece of SPEAR for the big screen. 

Bangarra Dance Theatre became a key partner to the project, not just the 
company’s dancers, but also their creative, productions and administration teams.

During 2014, Stephen and Co-Writer Justin Monjo met regularly, talking all things 
story and the challenge of adapting SPEAR for the screen. How do you translate 
a 40-minute dance theatre work into an 80-minute work for the screen? How 
do you keep audiences in the story – and not fall into making an art piece for art 
sake, but also maintain the language of dance and movement without relying on 
traditional film tools such as narration for carrying the story? 

Again, Stephen would find himself reinventing his own language of storytelling 
which he has developed over the years in his directing collaborations with dance 
companies, theatre companies and film directors. Together, Stephen and Justin 
crafted a  30-page ‘scriptment’ that would become the blueprint for the film.

For Stephen, SPEAR wasn’t about making a film about dance or creating a dance 
work for film. 

In January 2015, in the midst of a warm Sydney summer, pre-production began at 
Bangarra Dance Theatre home on Pier 5, overlooking the Sydney Harbour Bridge. 
As both director and choreographer for the film, Stephen worked tirelessly across 
the dance rehearsal studio, to meetings with DoP Bonnie Elliott, Production 
Designer Jacob Nash, Costume Designer Jennifer Irwin and the production team. 

It would be a groundbreaking film on many 
levels including the first Australian feature film 
produced by an Indigenous producer.

At the heart of this adaption of the work from the 
stage to the screen was the collaboration between 
the artists and filmmakers. 

It was about creating something else – a film like no other – that draws 
upon various artistic forms in creating it’s own unique language of 
storytelling, whilst maintaining the energy and spirit that has become 
synonymous with Stephen’s works for Bangarra Dance Theatre. 
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The film was shot on location in some of Australia’s most alluring landscapes from 
the gritty city streets of Sydney to a wild rugged coastline that greets the Pacific 
Ocean. 

SPEAR is a celebration of family, of spirit, and of hope. Hunter 
Page-Lochard, an original cast member from the theatre version of 
SPEAR, plays the lead in the film. He is also Stephen’s son and a 
highly-acclaimed actor in his own right.

It’s a family affair with Stephen’s brother David Page composing the music for 
the film, with the project dedicated to their late brother Russell Page, a gifted 
Bangarra dancer. 

Djakapurra Munyarryun is the other original cast member from the dance theatre 
production. His performance is mesmerising and he played a pivotal cultural 
advisory role on the film.

 

However it’s done in a way that resonates with real life – and has a female energy 
and spirit that weaves through the story, offering support, spiritual guidance and 
rebirth.

The film has embarked on a journey of discovery that was grounded in a 
commitment to maintain a spirit and energy in the creative process that would 
ultimately find its way to the screen. As one crew member with decades of film 
experience said “it’s like nothing I’ve worked on before, but has required me to use 
everything that I have learnt before.”

BACKGROUND ON SPEAR

Avoiding iconic Australian landscapes of the 
desert outback and golden beaches, Stephen 
wanted to show Indigenous people in a new light, 
a mixture of modern and old, but always truthful 
to the present.

Thematically the film explores issues affecting 
young Indigenous men.

It’s through this unique collaboration between 
artist and filmmakers that this groundbreaking film 
delivers an extraordinarily cinematic experience 
through Stephen’s stunningly original voice.

SPEAR is a poignant reflection on the continuing connection of Indigenous 
people to land, spirit and each other.



Photograph by Giovanni De Santolo
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KEY CAST KEY CREW

DJALI HUNTER PAGE-LOCHARD

SUICIDE MAN AARON PEDERSEN

BIG MAN DJAKAPURRA MUNYARRYUN

DINGO MAN WAANGENGA BLANCO

ANDROGYNOUS MAN KAINE SULTAN-BABIJ

ALCOHOL MAN BEAU DEAN RILEY SMITH

PRISON MAN DANIEL RILEY

ABUSED MAN LEONARD MICKELO

OLD MAN DEMELA WUNUNGMURRA

ROMEO ROMEO MUNYARRYUN

OLD LADY ELMA KRIS

EARTH SPIRIT YOLANDE BROWN

WOMAN OF DESIRE NICOLA SABATINO

CO-WRITER / DIRECTOR: STEPHEN PAGE

PRODUCER: JOHN HARVEY

CO-WRITERS: JUSTIN MONJO AND STEPHEN PAGE

COMPOSER: DAVID PAGE

CONTEMPORARY 
CHOREOGRAPHY: 

STEPHEN PAGE AND BANGARRA 
DANCE ENSEMBLE

CULTURAL CONSULTANT/ 
TRADITIONAL CHOREOGRAPHY:

DJAKAPURRA MUNYARRYUN

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: BONNIE ELLIOTT

PRODUCTION DESIGNER: JACOB NASH

COSTUME DESIGNER: JENNIFER IRWIN

EDITOR: SIMON NJOO

SOUND DESIGNER: ANDY WRIGHT

LINE PRODUCER: BELINDA MRAVICIC

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: ROBERT CONNOLLY AND LIZ KEARNEY

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
BANGARRA DANCE THEATRE:

PHILIPPE MAGID

PARTNERS AND INVESTORS



Photograph by Jacob Nash
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INTERVIEW WITH DIRECTOR/CO-WRITER 
STEPHEN PAGE

The HIVE Initiative with the Adelaide Film Festival was the perfect fit for SPEAR, 
being about collaborations between filmmakers and artists.   I had wanted to 
adapt the dance theatre production of SPEAR into a film since we first staged 
the production back in 2000.   As dance theatre work for Bangarra, it was a very 
different work in the sense that it crossed into a theatrical medium with different 
forms from song to dance to acting. 

I have worked in theatre all my adult life, almost 30 years now.  I think being a 
performing artist, working with filmmakers really appealed to me. 

SPEAR explores notions of masculinity within a contemporary Indigenous 
Australian context.  DJALI’s journey is one that takes him to various realms of his 
own consciousness discovering a range of contemporary social issues affecting 
young Indigenous men including:  alcohol and substance abuse; sexuality; violence; 
sexual abuse; incarceration; and, cultural maintenance.  Through DJALI’s eyes 
we explore and challenge what it means to be a man with ancient traditions in a 
modern world.   For me, this was really important considering in contemporary 
Indigenous society – incarceration is seen as an initiation into manhood, along 
with alcohol and substance abuse. 

But these issues are complex – as we see through the character of SUICIDE 
MAN. He’s a man who has tried to live his life the right way, worked hard, 
never complained and always did what he was asked to.  He’s behaved how the 
colonisers wanted him to behave…but to what end? DJALI finds him abandoned by 
his family, his work, and his life.  I don’t think there’s any one way for our men to 
be in this world, there are no easy answers.  Our young men are reaching, wanting 
something more, but what do we have for them?

And no matter where we travel or what life path we choose there is always this 
connection with culture in some form.  I wanted to represent a traditional culture 
in the film through the characters of OLD MAN, BIG MAN and ROMEO who are 
from a remote community where traditional cultural practices are maintained.  
These characters guide and support DJALI culturally and spiritually.  

We created these abstract worlds such as the bowling alley and escalators where 
DJALI and OLD MAN would find themselves.  There’s this cheeky but wise side of 
OLD MAN that offers a calming energy for DJALI.

And whilst this is a men’s story it was important for me to have a female energy 
within the story.  There are 3 female characters or energies within the film.   And 
true to life, the women play a healing and guiding role for the men.  We see the 
women support the men when they fall.  It’s their wisdom that guides DJALI, 
their love that inspires him, and their birth of life that reminds him of the cyclical 
nature of life.  

I knew nothing about film and making a 
feature, I was the first to surrender and become 
a 3-year-old boy because I was hungry to learn 
that knowledge and what it was, but at the 
same time I was quite strong with my idea and 
bringing those theatrics from our Bangarra 
Dance Theatre shows into that world.

The OLD MAN character is there to remind DJALI that there’s 
always a great sense of hope, and that our resilience is tied to our 
sense of humour.



Photograph by Jacob Nash
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DIRECTOR / CO-WRITER 
STEPHEN PAGE 

PRODUCER 
JOHN HARVEY

Born in Brisbane, Stephen is a descendant of the Nunukul people and the 
Munaldjali clan of the Yugambeh Nation from South East Queensland. In 1991 
Stephen was appointed Artistic Director of the Sydney based, internationally 
acclaimed Bangarra Dance Theatre and has developed a signature body of works 
that have become milestones in Australian performing arts. 

Stephen continues to reinvent Indigenous story-telling both within Bangarra 
and through collaborations with other performing arts companies, most notably 
directing the Indigenous sections for the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games Opening 
and Closing Ceremonies, as Artistic Director of the 2004 Adelaide Festival of the 
Arts, writing and directing BLOODLAND with Wayne Blair and Kathy Balngayngu 
Marika for Sydney Theatre Company in association with Bangarra. Stephen made 
his directorial debut in 2012, directing the chapter Sand in the feature film THE 
TURNING and was Artistic Associate for Sydney Theatre Company’s production 
of THE SECRET RIVER as part of the Sydney Festival. He choreographed the 
feature films BRAN NUE DAE (2009) and THE SAPPHIRES (2011).

In 2008 Stephen was named New South Wales Australian of the Year in 
recognition of his efforts to bring cultures together. In 2010 Stephen was 
honoured at the Australian Dance Awards for his Services to Dance and in 2012 
received the NAIDOC Award for Artist of the Year.

In 2014 Stephen choreographed Bangarra’s highly acclaimed work Patyegarang, 
celebrating Bangarra’s 25th anniversary. In 2015, Stephen was awarded a 
Honorary Doctorate of Creative Arts by the University of Technology Sydney 
for his contribution to the arts and Indigenous culture and curated Bangarra’s 
new work lore.

SPEAR is John’s debut feature film. John is of Saibai Island (Torres Strait Islands) 
and English descent. Although they’ve known each other for many years, John’s 
creative relationship with director Stephen Page began on the chapter SAND as 
part of THE TURNING (Prod. Robert Connolly & Maggie Miles). 

John has a background in producing theatre and since moving to film seeks out 
collaborations with bold and risk taking Indigenous artists. John has produced 
several short films including: MAN REAL; UNDER SKIN IN BLOOD; YOU TURN; 
THE OYSTERMAN; THE HUNTER; and THE FARM. 

John has written and directed documentaries for ABC TV and Australia’s National 
Indigenous Television (NITV) as well as directing music videos. He runs Brown 
Cab Productions with his sister and co-collaborator, Margaret Harvey. Awarded a 
Malcolm Robertson Foundation writers residency at Footscray Community Arts 
Centre, John is collaborating with Margaret to create a new visual theatre work. 
John is a recipient of the Australian Film, Television and Radio Schools (AFTRS) 
AV Myer Award for Exceptional Indigenous Talent, and collaborated with Torres 
Strait Islander artist Ricardo Idargi on his award winning work for the 28th 
Telstra National Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Art Award (New Media).

KEY CREATIVES
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EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS 
ROBERT CONNOLLY & LIZ KEARNEY

CO-WRITER 
JUSTIN MONJO

Robert Connolly

Robert Connolly is the writer and director of the feature films THE BANK (2001), THREE 
DOLLARS (2005), BALIBO (2009), UNDERGROUND: THE JULIAN ASSANGE STORY (2012) 
and PAPER PLANES (2014).

Robert also produced the award-winning films, THE BOYS (1998), ROMULUS, MY FATHER 
(2007) and THE TURNING (2013). In 2014, Robert joined forces with Endemol Australia to 
produce the mini-series GALLIPOLI.

Robert’s distribution company, CinemaPlus has released UNDERGROUND: THE JULIAN 
ASSANGE STORY (with Matchbox Pictures), THE TURNING (with Madman Entertainment), 
THE BOY CASTAWAYS and CLOSED CIRCUIT (in partnership with Pick Up Truck Pictures 
and Backlot Studios). 

In 2015, CinemaPlus will release SPEAR, the first feature by Bangarra Dance Theatre’s 
Stephen Page and FORCE OF DESTINY by Australian veteran director Paul Cox.

Liz Kearney

Along with Robert Connolly and Maggie Miles, Liz produced the Australian film PAPER 
PLANES. PAPER PLANES was released by Village Roadshow and grossed almost $10m 
at the Australian box office. The film screened at numerous festivals including Toronto, 
Busan and Berlin.

Liz produced her first feature THESE FINAL HOURS in 2013. The film premiered at the 
Melbourne International Film Festival in 2013 and screened in Cannes as part of Directors’ 
Fortnight. 

Prior to this, Liz produced the short film TRANSMISSION with Zak Hilditch which did 
extremely well on the festival circuit screening at Tribeca, Uppsala, Puchon, Flickerfest 
and St Kilda and winning an AACTA award for Best Short Screenplay.

Liz also produced one of the chapters of the Tim Winton compendium THE TURNING with 
writer/director Jub Clerc called Abbreviation, and is currently producing a stop motion 
short animated film with writer/director/cardboard sculptor Daniel Agdag.

Justin is an award winning writer for both screen and stage. Justin was head writer and 
co-executive producer on the cult series FARSCAPE (SyFy Channel). He recently wrote 
the mini-series PETER ALLEN: NOT THE BOY NEXT DOOR for Shine Australia, the award 
winning series THE CODE for ABC/Playmaker, and the highly rated Seven Network mini-
series NEVER TEAR US APART: THE UNTOLD STORY OF INXS.

Justin is currently writing the television adaptation of TOMORROW WHEN THE WAR 
BEGAN for ABC/Ambience based on the bestselling novel, and the mini-series BROCK 
following the life of racing legend Peter Brock for Shine Australia. He sold a pilot to 
HBO America called THE BEASTS OF VALHALLA which is still in development. His other 
extensive credits for television include the widely acclaimed WILDSIDE and the sequel 
to the award winning ABC mini-series, PAPER GIANTS: THE BIRTH OF CLEO, MAGAZINE 
WARS. Justin was a co-creator on the high-rating telemovie THE ALICE and he worked on 
several series of John Edward’s RUSH for the Network Ten.

Justin wrote a feature film adaptation of Tim Winton’s Dirt Music for Phillip Noyce and 
adapted two of the chapters of Tim Winton’s THE TURNING for the critically acclaimed 
feature film: AQUIFER for director Robert Connolly and SAND for director Stephen Page. 
He is working on several feature screenplays including THE KEEP for Peter Weir, STORM 
BOY for Ambience, CANE for Animal Logic and Robert Luketic (high concept family 
animation) and JUNGLE for Greg Maclean to direct (based on the true life story of a young 
Australian man lost in the Bolivian jungle).

His theatre credits include ROMEO IS BLEEDING (performed in Australia and the US), 
THAT EYE, THE SKY AND CLOUDSTREET, adapted from Tim Winton’s novel, co-written 
with Nick Enright. CLOUDSTREET won numerous awards and toured internationally to 
sold-out theatres and critical acclaim in the US, Europe and Australia.



Photograph by Tiffany Parker
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COMPOSER 
DAVID PAGE

EDITOR 
SIMON NJOO

CINEMATOGRAPHER 
BONNIE ELLIOTT

David Page is a descendant of the Nunkul people and the 
Munaldjali clan of the Yugambeh tribe from South East 
Queensland and brother of Stephen. He is Bangarra’s Head 
of Music.

David studied saxophone, voice, composition and song at the 
Centre for Aboriginal Studies in Music (CASM) at Adelaide 
University. David is Resident Composer at Bangarra Dance 
theatre has composed music for many of their productions 
including collaborations with Steve Francis and Paul Mac. 

In 2000, David in collaboration with Steve Francis 
contributed music to the Opening Ceremonies of the Sydney 
Olympic Games, the Sydney Olympic Arts Festival and, in 
2002, the Sydney Dreaming Festival. David composed for 
the Australian Ballet’s Alchemy (1997) and collaborated 
with Elena Kats Chernin on Amalgamate (2007).

David has numerous television credits including music for 
HEARTLAND, PRIDE (part of the Seven Deadly Sins series) 
and Poison for the ABC, and themes for SONGLINES, 
LIVING BLACK and PIONEERS OF LOVE for SBS. David’s 
short film scores include Round Up, Passing Through, Grace 
and SATURDAY NIGHT SUNDAY MORNING, and five of the 
thirteen Bit of Black Business AFC short film series. He 
composed for the short film JACOB, selected for the 2009 
Melbourne International Film Festival.

David has been nominated and won numerous Awards 
for his work including Deadly Sound Awards, an ARIA 
nomination, the inaugural winner of the Indigenous Artist 
Award for The Sidney Myer Foundation, and Helpmann 
Award for Best Original Score. He received the 2006 Green 
Room Award for his solo performance in Page 8 as the Best 
New Australian Play. 

Beginning his film editing career in France in 1995, Simon 
spent 12 years assisting some of France’s most distinguished 
editors, collaborating on films such as Pierre Salvadori’s 
Après Vous & …Comme Elle Respire (White Lies), Michel 
Blanc’s MAUVAIS PASSE (The Escort) & John Malkovich’s 
THE DANCER UPSTAIRS.

Upon returning to Australia Simon continued to work on 
feature films, as well as editing commercials, documentaries 
& short form fiction.

Credited titles include Jennifer Kent’s feature length 
psychological thriller THE BABADOOK (Winner, Best Editor, 
Film Critics Circle of Australia 2014), Alex Holmes’ ALI AND 
THE BALL (Winner Best Short Fiction Film, Sydney Film 
Festival 2008), Gideon Obarzanek & Edwina Throsby’s 
DANCE LIKE YOUR OLD MAN (Winner Best Documentary 
Short Film, Melbourne International Film Festival 2007) 
& Scott Otto’s GREG’S FIRST DAY as well as Shane 
Danielson’s THE GUESTS, which is in Official Selection of the 
Short Film Competition at Cannes, 2015.

Bonnie first collaborated with choreographer/director 
Stephen Page on his chapter SAND for THE TURNING, which 
screened at the Berlin Film Festival in 2014. Recent feature 
films include apocalyptic thriller THESE FINAL HOURS 
directed by Zak Hilditch, which premiered at the 2013 
Melbourne International Film Festival, and was awarded 
The Age Critics Prize for Best Australian Film, and went on 
to screen at Director’s Fortnight at the 2014 Cannes Film 
Festival. Cambodian drama THE LAST REEL directed by 
Sotho Kulikar premiered at the 2014 Tokyo International 
Film Festival and won the Spirit of Asia award. Bonnie’s 
debut feature MY TEHRAN FOR SALE was shot in Iran in 
2008 and went on to screen at many international film 
festivals including Toronto, Pusan and Rotterdam. Other 
feature credits are BEING VENICE, and TEENAGE KICKS, and 
2nd unit photography in Laos for THE ROCKET and Tokyo 
for PAPER PLANES.

Working across a range of documentary projects from 
observational to highly stylised, Bonnie’s credits include 
FIRST CONTACT, LANI’S STORY, RECIPE FOR MURDER, A 
LIFE EXPOSED and two episodes of the Matchbox Pictures 
ANATOMY ARTS SERIES: EYE & HAIR. Television drama 
credits include 2nd unit on the highly acclaimed THE SLAP 
for Matchbox Pictures and the ABC, along with 2nd unit on 
PUBERTY BLUES and OFFSPRING for Southern Star and 
Network Ten.

Since 2009 Bonnie has worked with video artist Angelica 
Mesiti on various projects, including RAPTURE, which won 
the 2009 Blake prize and CITIZEN’S BAND, which won the 
2013 Anne Landa Award. Recent collaborations include the 
inaugural Ian Potter Moving Image commission for ACMI – a 
three channel installation shot on location in Greece, Turkey 
and the Canary Islands in 2013 – THE CALLING.
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PRODUCTION DESIGNER 
JACOB NASH

COSTUME DESIGNER 
JENNIFER IRWIN

Jacob is a Murri man who grew up in Brisbane and collaborates with Stephen Page as the 
Head Designer at Bangarra Dance Theatre, where he joined the company in 2011. He was 
the Production Designer on Stephen’s chapter SAND for THE TURNING. 

He graduated from the NIDA Design Course in 2005. He designed OF EARTH & SKY 
for Bangarra in 2010, winning a Green Room Award for Best Design in Dance, and was 
appointed 

In that year Jake designed the set for Bangarra’s season of BELONG, featuring ABOUT by 
Elma Kris and ID by Stephen Page, for which he received a Green Room Award nomination.

Jake’s other theatre credits include THE LONESOME WEST, RUBEN GUTHRIE and JESUS 
HOPPED THE ‘A’ TRAIN (BSharp); YIBIYUNG and RUBEN GUTHRIE (Belvoir St Theatre); 
MACBETH (Bell Shakespeare); THE REMOVALISTS, TUSK TUSK/ LIKE A FISHBONE 
(Sydney Theatre Company) and ROMEO AND JULIET (Sydney Theatre Company – 
Education); RAINBOW’S END (Parramatta Riverside Theatre); INTO: BELONGING (Sydney 
Festival/ Parramatta Riverside Theatre). Jake worked in the costume department on Baz 
Luhrmann’s AUSTRALIA and in 2006, and also wrote and directed BLOOD LINES, a five-
minute short film. 

He has created the sets for each of Bangarra’s annual productions since joining the 
company, including WARUMUK – IN THE DARK NIGHT for the collaboration with The 
Australian Ballet, celebrating their 50th anniversary, Frances Rings’ TERRAIN, BLAK, 
DANCE CLAN 3 and PATYEGARANG. 

Jake also created the digital content for THE SPIRIT OF PATYEGARANG and EORA for 
Vivid Sydney 2014 and 2015 and the company’s merchandise designs. Jake has created 
the set design for 2015’s Bangarra production of LORE. 

Jennifer Irwin’s career spans 35 years designing costumes for drama, 
opera, film and, in particular, for dance and ballet. Jennifer designs regularly for all of the 
major Performing Arts Australian companies. Jennifer has been a long-term collaborator 
with Stephen Page. 

Her dance credits include: 35 commissions for the Sydney Dance Company, 26 years of 
repertoire for Bangarra Dance Theatre, the Australian Ballet, Singapore Dance Theatre, 
Royal New Zealand Ballet and West Australian Ballet. 

Jennifer has also designed extensively for the Sydney Theatre Company, Belvoir 
Theatre Company, The Melbourne Theatre Company and Opera Australia. 
Jennifer has also designed some of the largest scale spectacular productions ever staged 
in Australia, including: THE ‘AWAKENING’ – the Indigenous segment of the Sydney 2000 
Olympic Games opening ceremony; co-designed all the costumes for the Sydney 2000 
Olympic Games closing ceremony; the official commemorative ceremony marking the 
Centenary of Australian Federation and the Olympic Arts Festival of the Dreaming 
Opening Ceremony. 

In 2004 Jennifer designed the sensational International Box office 
success ‘DIRTY DANCING’ the musical still being performed globally. 
Film costume cutting credits include: THE MATRIX; MISSION IMPOSSIBLE II; RED PLANET; 
LOOKING FOR NATALIE WOOD; STRICTLY BALLROOM and ROMEO AND JULIET.

In 1984, she was awarded a Theatre Board Grant to study at La Scala Opera, Milan, Italy. 
In 2001, she was awarded a Centenary Medal for service to the community and has had 
multiple Green Room & Helpmann Award nominations. In 2015 she is nominated for 
‘Service to Dance’ at the Australian Dance Awards. 
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CAST

HUNTER PAGE-LOCHARD – DJALI

Hunter Page-Lochard recently starred in Belvoir’s ELEKTRA 
ORESTES and is starring in the ABC TV series CLEVERMAN, directed 
by Wayne Blair.
 
Hunter made his feature film debut in Rachel Perkins’ award 
winning film, BRAN NUE DAE with Geoffrey Rush, Deborah Mailman 
and Jessica Mauboy. In 2012, he appeared in Wayne Blair’s THE 
SAPPHIRES, which screened in Official Selection at the Cannes 
Film Festival. He was also seen opposite Christina Ricci and Jack 
Thompson in Sarah Spillane’s feature, AROUND THE BLOCK. 
 
He has appeared on stage in Stephen Page’s BLAK, KIN (GOMA Tour), 
BOOMERANG and PRAYING MANTIS DREAMING (Bangarra Dance 
Theatre), BLOODLAND (Sydney Theatre Company and Adelaide 
Festival), BLACK DIGGERS (QTC and Sydney Festival), BROTHERS 
WRECK (Company B), which won him “Most Outstanding Newcomer” 
at the 2015 Glugs Awards, and SUGARLAND (ATYP). Hunter also 
won “Best Newcomer” at the Sydney Theatre Awards in 2014 for 
BROTHERS WRECK, BLACK DIGGERS and SUGARLAND.
 
Hunter has also featured in several short films including Adrian Wills’ 
ARCADIA and Wayne Blair’s BLACK TALK and THE DJARN DJARNS, 
which won the Crystal Bear for Best Short Film at the Berlin 
International Film Festival.
 
On the small screen, Hunter has been seen on the ABC’s series SOUL 
MATES. He has also appeared in guest roles on the Nine Network’s 
WATER RATS and SBS’ EAST WEST 101, directed by Peter Andrikidis.

AARON PEDERSEN – SUICIDE MAN

Aaron Pedersen recently wrapped production for Ivan Sen’s feature, 
GOLDSTONE and will next be seen in Chris Fitchett’s feature, THE 
FEAR OF DARKNESS.
 
Aaron transitioned into acting, after initially training as a journalist 
at the ABC. Through his work on WILDSIDE, WATER RATS, MDA, 
TERRITORIANS, GRASSROOTS, QUEEN OF HEARTS, BLACK JACK, 
EAST WEST 101 and THE SECRET LIFE OF US, Aaron has been able 
to champion the changing representation of Indigenous people in 
Australia.
 
Aaron’s other television credits include IT’S A DATE and THE CODE 
on ABC, the SBS mini-series THE CIRCUIT, CITY HOMICIDE on the 
Seven Network, and the ABC telemovies, JACK IRISH: DEAD POINT, 
JACK IRISH: BAD DEBTS AND JACK IRISH: BLACK TIDE, based on the 
thriller novels by Peter Temple.
 
He starred in Ivan Sen’s feature MYSTERY ROAD, for which he was 
also an Associate Producer. MYSTERY ROAD screened in Special 
Presentation at the 2013 Toronto International Film Festival. Aaron 
received the Australian Film Critics Association, Film Critics Circle of 
Australia and Rolling Stone Australia Award for Best Actor for his 
role in the film.
 
His other film credits include Warwick Thornton’s THE DARKSIDE, 
Suri Krishnamma’s BAD KARMA with Ray Liotta and Dominic Purcell, 
DEAD HEART, SATURDAY NIGHT, GRANGE, UNFINISHED BUSINESS, 
MIMI, and MIRROR IMAGES.
  
His theatre credits include SIGNS OF LIFE (STC/Black Swan),THE 
ACCIDENTAL DEATH OF AN ANARCHIST (Black Swan), KING LEAR 
(MTC), BLACK MEDEA (Company B/MTC), EATING ICE CREAM 
WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED (QTC) THE CLUB (STC), JOURNEY TO 
HORSESHOE BEND (Sydney Symphony), NO WAY TO FORGET, 
HARRY’S WAR (Darwin Theatre Company) and CONVERSATIONS 
WITH THE DEAD (Playbox Theatre) for which he won the 2002 Green 
Room Award for Best Male Actor in a Leading Role. In the same year, 
Aaron won the Sidney Myer Performing Arts Indigenous Individual 
Award. In 2005, he was nominated for a Helpmann Award for Best 
Male Actor in a Leading Role for his performance in EATING ICE 
CREAM WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED.

DJAKAPURRA MUNYARRYUN – BIG MAN
(CULTURAL CONSULTANT / TRADITIONAL 

CHOREOGRAPHY)

Djakapurra has been collaborating with Stephen Page for over 
two decades and was an original cast member of the stage 
production of SPEAR.   

He joined Bangarra Dance Theatre in 1991 as a traditional 
dancer and a didgeridoo player.  Over the years Djakapurra 
has been a major creative and cultural influence on Bangarra, 
and instrumental to the company’s ability to fuse traditional 
myths with contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
experiences. 

Djakapurra danced lead roles in PRAYING MANTIS DREAMING 
and NINNI. He toured with OCHRES throughout 1995-96 to 
Europe, Asia and across Australia.  He performed in FISH as 
well as on the soundtrack, singing and playing bilma (clapsticks) 
and yirrdaki (didgeridoo).  Djakapurra performed in RITES, a 
collaboration between Bangarra and the Australian Ballet.  

He performed as part of the 2000 Sydney Olympics Opening 
Ceremony.  His major film credits include BLACK RIVER in 1993, 
playing the role of the water spirit and BREAKING THROUGH, 
an Imax 3D film produced for Expo ’93.  Djakapurra continues to 
work collaborate with Stephen at Bangarra Dance Theatre. 
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CAST

The Bangarra dance ensemble are professionally trained, dynamic artists who represent the 
pinnacle of Australian dance. Their technique is forged from over 40,000 years of culture, infused 
with contemporary movement. 

Elma Kris - Old Lady
Elma was raised on (Waiben) of Thursday Island in the Torres Strait. Her clan is from the North 
Western and Central Islands of the Torres Strait and she joined Bangarra in 1997.

Yolande Brown - Earth Spirit
Yolande is a descendant of the Bidjara Clan of the Kunja Nation, Central Queensland, with French 
and Celtic ancestry. She joined Bangarra in 1999.

Waangenga Blanco - Dingo Man
Waangenga is a descendant of the Mer Island people and of the Pajinka Wik, Cape York. He joined 
Bangarra in 2005.

Leonard Mickelo - Abused Man
Leonard is a descendant of the Bidjara, Kulalli, Gungalhu and Jarruwa clans from Central 
Queensland. He joined Bangarra in 2006.

Daniel Riley - Prison Man & Wedgetail Eagle
Daniel’s bloodline runs through the Wiradjuri clan of Western NSW. He joined Bangarra in 2007.

Kaine Sultan-Babij - Androgynous Man
Kaine is a proud descendant of the Arrernte people of Harts Range in the Central Desert region 
of the Northern Territory. He joined Bangarra in 2011.

Beau Dean Riley Smith - Alcohol Man
Beau is an Aboriginal man from the Wiradjuri Nation of Central NSW. He joined Bangarra in 2013.

Nicola Sabatino - Woman of Desire
Nicola was raised in Weipa, Far North Queensland and is a descendant of the Kaurareg and 
Meriam Peoples of the Torres Strait Islands. She joined Bangarra in 2013.

Also forming the ensemble cast are Bangarra dancers Deborah Brown, Tara Gower, Tara 
Robertson, Luke Currie-Richardson, Rikki Mason, Yolanda Lowatta and Rika Hamaguchi. 



Photograph by Edward Mulvihill
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BANGARRA DANCE THEATRE 
Bangarra is an Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander organisation and one of Australia’s leading 
performing arts companies. Bangarra is widely acclaimed nationally and around the world for 
their powerful dancing, distinctive theatrical voice and utterly unique soundscapes, music and 
design.

Led by Artistic Director Stephen Page, Bangarra celebrated it’s 25th anniversary in 2014 and 
achieved their highest box office results since the company’s inception. 

The company’s dance technique is forged from over 40,000 years of culture, infused with 
contemporary movement. The company’s 16 dancers are professionally trained, dynamic artists 
who represent the pinnacle of Australian dance. Each has a proud Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 
Islander background, from various locations across the country.

Bangarra’s relationships with Indigenous communities are the heart of the company, with it’s 
repertoire created on country and stories gathered from respected community Elders. It’s this 
inherent connection to land and people that makes Bangarra unique and enjoyed by audiences 
from remote Australian regional centres to New York.

Bangarra’s annual program includes a national tour of a world premiere work, performed in 
Australia’s most iconic venues; a regional tour allowing audiences outside of capital cities the 
opportunity to experience Bangarra, and an international tour to maintain its global reputation 
for excellence.
 
Complementing the touring roster are education programs, workshops and special performances 
and projects, planting the seeds for the next generation of performers and storytellers. 

Authentic storytelling, outstanding technique and deeply moving performances are Bangarra’s 
unique signature. 

You can find out more about Bangarra here:

www.bangarra.com.au
facebook.com/bangarra
@BangarraDance on Twitter
@Bangarradancetheatre on Instagram
youtube.com/bangarradancetheatre

CREATIVE PARTNERS
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ARENAMEDIA BROWN CAB PRODUCTIONS

Helmed by acclaimed Producer / Director Robert Connolly and supported by 
a dedicated team of emerging and inspired practitioners, ARENAMEDIA is an 
innovative Australian screen business that creates and markets Australian 
screen content with a social and political focus across a variety of platforms.

Robert Connolly is the writer and director of the feature films PAPER PLANES 
(2015), UNDERGROUND: THE JULIAN ASSANGE STORY (2012), BALIBO (2009), 
THREE DOLLARS (2005) and THE BANK (2001).

Together with John Maynard, he is the producer of the award-winning films THE 
BOYS (1998) and ROMULUS, MY FATHER (2007), starring Eric Bana.

Most recently Robert produced THE TURNING along with Maggie Miles, PAPER 
PLANES with Sam Worthington and the Endemol/Arenamedia series GALLIPOLI 
for Channel 9.

You can find out more on Arenamedia at:

www.arenamedia.com.au

Brown Cab Productions is a Melbourne based independent Indigenous 
production company helmed by Torres Strait Islander siblings John Harvey and 
Margaret Harvey. Brown Cab Productions love collaborating with bold and risk 
taking Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists to share Indigenous stories on 
the screen and stage.

SPEAR is the company’s debut feature film, which continues Brown Cab 
Production’s collaboration with Stephen Page and Robert Connolly from THE 
TURNING chapter, SAND.

Their short films have screened in international film festivals and have been 
broadcast on Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC TV).

Brown Cab Production documentaries have screened on ABC TV and National 
Indigenous Television (NITV).

Brown Cab Production’s stage debut, directed by Margaret Harvey, MY LOVER’S 
BONES premiered to critical acclaim at the 2014 Melbourne International Arts 
Festival, receiving a Green Room Award (Lighting Design). For Brown Cab 
Productions, the journey of story telling is paved through the empowerment 
of Indigenous storytellers who illuminate and share stories from a unique 
perspective. And in doing so celebrate and maintain a rich cultural practice of 
story telling. 

You can find out more on Brown Cab Productions at:

www.browncabs.com

facebook.com/BrownCabs

CREATIVE PARTNERS
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AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND REST OF WORLD

CinemaPlus is an Australian distribution and rights management company 
conceived by Robert Connolly, specialising in innovative producer and talent 
driven value-added ‘event’ cinema and theatrical releases.

CinemaPlus was conceived as a mechanism to showcase the intrinsic value of 
the theatrical cinematic experience for audiences. By leveraging the cinematic 
quality of modern Australian productions across all media, CinemaPlus aims to 
provide a better connection between content producers and their audiences by 
creating ‘event’ cinema experiences and valuing cinema-going audiences. 

At CinemaPlus events, audiences can not only watch content in its intended 
theatrical environment, they may also receive direct contact with filmmakers 
and cast, physical take-home packages containing additional content, and access 
to online story content to enhance their viewing experience. 

LevelK handles international sales & distribution for Film and TV production 
companies and acts as a digital partner for distributors in their home country.

Established in 2009, LevelK has assembled a stable of critically acclaimed, award 
winning independent and foreign films and series with commercial appeal. Based 
in Copenhagen and New York, LevelK is a passionate multi-language speaking, 
ambitious team with specialized market knowledge.

LevelK has a presence that extends globally and a dynamism that is reflected 
through LevelK’s approach to innovative cross-platform/cross-country 
distribution combining theatrical and traditional means alongside digital 
distribution and marketing. LevelK is a recognized and solid business partner 
that prioritizes targeted distribution and value service and communication.

SALES

Rear cover photograph by Jacob Nash
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